König Privacy Policy

At König we believe that, as our online visitor, you have a right to know our practices regarding the information we collect
when you visit our websites, and what type of information is collected.
This website, including any sub site accessible through the homepage (the "Site"), is published and maintained by
subsidiaries, affiliates, and/or related entities of König .
The internet rapidly changes the way we interact and communicate. Internet and new online activities also bring many
new challenges, such as the privacy issues which this privacy policy is about. A relationship with you on the basis of good
faith is not only a matter of good manners, but also of good business. Please note that when you enter any sub site
accessible through this homepage or the shopping page, such sub site may have its own terms and conditions of use
which are specific to such sub site. When you access, browse, or use this Site you accept, without limitation or
qualification, the terms and conditions set forth below and any additional terms and conditions of use set forth in any sub
site.
While König does not generally require that you provide us with personally identifiable information in order to visit and use
the König websites, please note that in order to participate in some activities, it will be necessary for you to provide this
information. If you choose not to provide it for those activities, you may not be able to participate in them.
What data does König register and what happens with that information?
Personal Data
If you ask a question to König, then you make certain personal information available to us. Depending on the question you
asked us your personal data are recorded and processed for:
·
direct marketing, sending or delivery of the publications that relate to König;
·
market research;
·
sending oral, written and electronic messages.
Your personal data and of others are used in the context of a good business policy and will not be kept longer than is
necessary. For the optimization of its business, König can give access to third parties of your personal data, for example,
a service provider that König co-operates with when you run your question. In such cases, permission for using these data
is limited to the defined purpose.
Log files
The web servers of König only log errors (for example, requests for non-existing pages). König uses this information for
tracking and troubleshooting the connection, the planning of network capacity, configuring the platform and preventing
and identifying abuse.
Your Right to Use the Site and Its Contents
This Site is only for your personal use. You may not distribute, exchange, modify, sell, or transmit anything you copy from
this Site, including but not limited to any text, images, audio, and video, for any business, commercial, or public purpose.
As long as you comply with the terms of these Terms and Conditions of Use, König grants you a non-exclusive, nontransferable, limited right to enter, display, and use this Site. You agree not to interrupt or attempt to interrupt the
operation of this Site in any way.
Legal duty
When protecting your data, we will behave with the utmost care. Yet we can be considered, on the orders of judicial
proceedings in accordance with legal obligations, to provide the data. König will release data when it is legally required, or
in case of urgent and important reasons, to the extent that the privacy of the end user is not disproportionately harmed
Web
When you surf on the internet, perhaps without you being aware of it, administrators of internet pages are able to collect
certain information about you, such as your IP address and the internet browser you are using. König keeps no
identifiable personal information about your browsing behavior on the web. However, we use this information in
anonymous and aggregate form in order to be able to enumerate and analyze how and to what extent the various
services are used to give you a more customized online service.
König will continue to capture any information that you give to websites other than the sites that are managed by König.
Please be aware that König's privacy policy does not apply to websites that are not affiliated with König. For visiting these
sites, you are dependent on the privacy policy of that website.
E-mail
König will not examine the content of incoming and outgoing e-mail messages that are not addressed to König.
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Service König
König from time to time can send newsletters or offers to users, or provide information about the extension of its range or
services. If you do not want to receive this information, you can indicate that in the Web form.
Promotional e-mail
König does not give her content partners permission to send promotional e-mail messages to specific groups or
individuals, based on our database, without permission.
Forum/Chat
“Public” bulletin boards and chat rooms are by definition not private. Anyone can capture what you are saying and forward
this to others. Post here only information when you are sure you want to share publicly.
Phishing e-mails
It is possible that e-mails are circulating in which users of König products are being requested to provide user names
and/or passwords or e-mail addresses. König would like to emphasize that these are not e-mails from König, but from
third parties who often are up to no good. König will never ask questions by e-mail regarding logins or passwords.
Cookies
When you visit König's websites or advertisements appearing thereon, or use one or more of the König website services,
we may use an industry-wide technology called "cookies" which stores certain information on your computer and which
will allow us to customize your experience to better match your interests and preferences, or to simply facilitate your
signing in to use the services. are small files containing information about your computer that are stored on the hard disk
of your computer so you can surf on the web easier and faster. For each visitor to a KÖNIG website, KÖNIG's web server
automatically recognizes and stores information, such as the visitor's IP address/domain name combination and any
referring websites. We use this information to understand visitor traffic patterns through our websites for purposes such as
enhancing their usability. Your computer provides this information automatically each time you log on, unless you've
activated blocking technology available in some browsers.

KÖNIG places these cookies on our system for a period of 30 days. Of course, you can remove them yourself at
any given time by deleting your browse history. What is stored in cookies also depends on your own browser
settings. Most browsers can be configured so that cookies are rejected or you are notified if you receive a cookie.
You can find instructions for adjusting the settings of the browser under ‘Help’ in the toolbar of most browsers. Web
site visitors should be able to use the web site without any problems when they change. However, it is possible
that certain services or elements of the site will not work optimally when cookies are denied.
Additionally, KÖNIG may ask you to provide "personal information," meaning individually identifiable information such as
your e-mail address, name, mailing address, telephone number, or persistent identifier (such as a customer number held
in a cookie) which is associated with individually identifiable information, to enable you to participate in contests,
chatrooms, on bulletin boards, to fill out a registration, or to order products and services using these websites. KÖNIG
may combine the information you provide on our websites with other information we may collect from you offline or from
third parties so that we can more effectively tailor our website, services, and offerings to you. If you provide KÖNIG with
personal information, you shall have the right, on reasonable prior notice, to inspect, change, amend, or delete such
information. Instructions on how to update personal information will be given at the point of data collection.
Technical measures
König takes reasonable technical and organizational measures for the safety and security of the network and personal
data, taking into account the prior art and the costs of implementation of these measures.
König is a registered trademark of König c.s. Where König is listed, König c.s. should be read as well.
This Site is only for your personal use. You may not distribute, exchange, modify, sell, or transmit anything you copy from
this Site, including but not limited to any text, images, audio, and video, for any business, commercial, or public purpose.
As long as you comply with the terms of these Terms and Conditions of Use, König grants you a non-exclusive, nontransferable, limited right to enter, display, and use this Site. You agree not to interrupt or attempt to interrupt the
operation of this Site in any way.
Ownership
All materials on this Site, including but not limited to audio, images, software, text, and video clips (the "Content"), are
protected by copyright law, international conventions, and other copyright laws. You cannot use the Content, except as
specified herein. You agree to follow all instructions on this Site limiting the way you may use the Content. There are a
number of proprietary logos, service marks, and trademarks found on this Site. By making them available on this Site,
König is not granting you any license to utilize those proprietary logos, service marks, or trademarks. Any unauthorized
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use of the Content may violate copyright laws, trademark laws, the laws of privacy and publicity, and civil and criminal
statutes.
You may download one (1) copy only of the Content to be used only by you for your personal use at home, unless the sub
site you are accessing states that you may not. If you download any Content from this Site, you may not remove any
copyright or trademark notices or other notices that go with it.
Rules for Chat rooms, Bulletin Boards, and Other User-Supplied Material
This website may have an area which allows you to "chat" or upload and download materials. When using any of these
areas, you agree not to post, send, transmit, upload, or otherwise publish through this Site, any materials that (1) interfere
with anyone else's use of the Site; (2) are abusive, illegal, indecent, obscene, offensive, or threatening in any way; (3)
encourage anyone to break the law; (4) violate anyone's copyright or other property right; (5) interfere with the privacy of
any other user; (6) contain a virus or any other harmful component; or (7) contain false or misleading statements of fact or
descriptions of the origin of the material or the communication. You agree to comply with any additional terms which are
referred to on this Site or any sub site within the website.
Responsibility for User's Material
You are prohibited from posting or transmitting any defamatory, libelous, obscene, pornographic, profane, threatening, or
unlawful material or any material that could constitute or encourage conduct that would be considered a criminal offense
or give rise to civil liability, or otherwise violate any law. Although König may from time to time monitor or review bulletin
boards, chatrooms, discussions, postings, transmissions, and the like on the Site, König is under no obligation to do so
and assumes no liability or responsibility arising from the contents of any such communications or for any defamation,
error, inaccuracy, libel, obscenity, or profanity contained in any such communication. König may change, edit, or remove
any user material or conversations that are illegal, indecent, obscene, or offensive, or that violate König 's policies in any
way. König will fully cooperate with any law enforcement authorities or court order requesting or directing König to
disclose the identity of anyone posting such materials.
König 's Rights to User's Material
If you send any communications or materials to the Site by electronic mail or otherwise, including any comments, reviews,
data, questions, suggestions, or the like, all such communications are, and will be treated as, non-confidential and nonproprietary. Thus, you give up any claim that any use of such material violates any of your rights including moral rights,
privacy rights, proprietary or other property rights, publicity rights, rights to credit for material or ideas, or any other right,
including the right to approve the way König uses such material.
Any material submitted to this Site may be adapted, broadcast, changed, copied, disclosed, licensed, performed, posted,
published, sold, transmitted, or used by König anywhere in the world, in any medium, forever. Furthermore, König is free
to use, without any compensation to you, any concepts, ideas, know-how, or techniques contained in any communication
you send to the Site for any purpose whatsoever, including but not limited to developing, manufacturing, and marketing
products using such information. However, you agree and understand that König is not obligated to use any such ideas or
materials, and you have no rights to compel such use.
Transmitted Material
Internet transmissions are never completely private or secure. You understand that any message or information you send
to this Site may be read or intercepted by others, unless there is a special notice that a particular message (for example,
credit card information) is encrypted (sent in code). Sending a message to König does not cause König to have any
special responsibility to you.
Links
This website may contain links to other Internet sites on the World Wide Web. König provides such links for your
convenience only, and is not responsible for the content of any website linked to or from this Site. Links from this Site to
any other website do not mean that König approves of, endorses, or recommends that website. König disclaims all
warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy, legality, reliability, or validity of any content on any other website.
Contests
This Site may contain contests that offer prizes or that require you to send in material or information about yourself. Each
contest has its own rules, which you must read and agree to before you may enter.
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Notice To/Regarding Children Under the Age of 13
If you are under 13 years of age, you should not provide any personally identifiable information (for example, your last
name, home address or e-mail address) on these sites without the knowledge and permission of your parent or guardian.
If König learns that you are under 13 years of age, König will not maintain or use any personally identifiable information
about you without the verifiable consent of your parent or guardian, except as allowed by law. This may mean that you will
be unable to participate in some activities on the sites without that verifiable consent.
König believes that children using the Internet require special protection, and we urge parents or guardians to explain
Internet safety to their children. Parents are urged to spend time online with their children to become familiar with the
types of content available on the König websites and the Internet in general. Control tools are available from online
services and software manufacturers to help create a safer environment for children.
If a child under 13 years of age wishes to participate in any König website activity, or wishes to take advantage of a
product or service offering, available to children, and to do so necessitates the furnishing of any of the child's personal
information, please note the following:
(i) Before any collection of a child's personal information takes place at a website directed to children or where König is
knowingly collecting children's personal information, the child will be asked to provide his/her parent's or guardian's e-mail
address. König will then send an e-mail (the "Initial Notification") to the parent/guardian indicating, among other things, the
information that the child is requested to provide; the intended use(s) of the information; and information on how the
parent/guardian can, at their election, delete the child's information from KÖNIG's database or records. Upon receipt of
the Initial Notification, a parent or guardian may respond back to König to grant his/her consent or to deny consent, in
which case König will delete the parent or guardian's e-mail address. Upon König's receipt of the parent/guardian consent,
König will send a confirming e-mail to the parent/guardian's e-mail address.
(ii) The e-mail address of the operator collecting or maintaining personal information from children through this website is:
ecommerce@nedis.com
(iii) The types of personal information collected from children may include the name, e-mail address, home address,
telephone number, and/or any other information reasonably necessary for the child to participate in a particular activity.
This information may be collected directly and/or passively (e.g., through a web server that automatically recognizes and
stores information, such as a visitor's IP address/domain name combination)
(iv) The information collected may be used for purposes such as fulfillment of a requested transaction, record keeping,
marketing back to the child, or making it publicly available through a chatroom or by other means
(v) Unless specific consent is obtained from the child's parent or guardian, the child's personal information will not be
disclosed to third parties who are not contractors hired to carry out the internal operations of the websites, other than as
may be required by law. We have required, or will require, such contractors to agree to use personal information of
website visitors only for the purposes of carrying out these operations and to keep such information confidential. A parent
or guardian has the option of consenting to the collection and use of the child's personal information without consenting to
the disclosure of that information to third parties.
(vi) König is prohibited from conditioning a child's participation in an activity on the child's disclosing more personal
information than is reasonably necessary to participate in such activity.
(vii) A parent can review and have deleted the child's personal information, can refuse to permit further collection or use of
the child's information, and can revoke or limit consents previously given. For instructions on how to do so, please send
an e-mail to: ecommerce@nedis .com.
(viii) If König desires to use a child's information for purposes other than that for which the parent/guardian consent was
previously given, König will not do so without first getting the parent/guardian consent.
Rules for Kids (Under Age 16)
If you are under 16, you should ask your parents or a guardian before you:
· E-mail the Site, or ask us to e-mail anything to you
· Send in any information
· Enter any contest or game that requires information about you or offers a prize
· Join any club or group
· Post any information on any bulletin board or enter any chatroom or
· Buy anything online
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Availability of Products and Services
The products and services displayed on the Site may not be available for purchase in your particular country or locality.
The reference to such products and services on the Site does not imply or warrant that these products or services will be
available at any time in your particular location. You should check with your local König authorized representative for the
availability of specific products and services in your area.
König 's Right to Change These Terms and Conditions of Use or Content on the Site
König may add to, change, or remove any part of these Terms and Conditions of Use at any time, without notice. Any
changes to these Terms and Conditions of Use or any terms posted on this Site apply as soon as they are posted. By
continuing to use this Site after any changes are posted, you are indicating your acceptance of those changes. König may
add, change, discontinue, remove, or suspend any other Content posted on this Site, including features and specifications
of products described or depicted on the Site, temporarily or permanently, at any time, without notice and without liability.
Indemnification
You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold König and all of its agents, directors, employees, information providers,
licensors and licensees, officers, and parent (collectively, "Indemnified Parties"), harmless from and against any and all
liability and costs (including, without limitation, attorneys' fees and costs), incurred by the Indemnified Parties in
connection with any claim arising out of any breach by you of these Terms and Conditions of Use or the foregoing
representations, warranties, and covenants. You will cooperate as fully as reasonably required in König 's defense of any
claim. König reserves the right, at its own expense, to assume the exclusive defense and control of any matter otherwise
subject to indemnification by you and you shall not in any event settle any matter without the written consent of König .
Unless you instruct us otherwise, König may contact you to provide information about products, services, promotions,
contests, or other activities or offerings that may be of interest to you. You can instruct us whether or not you wish to be
contacted by checking or removing the check from the box indicating your preference as applicable at the place where
your information is collected, or by other means (such as an e-mail request). In addition, with each communication you
receive from KÖNIG, you will be given the opportunity to indicate if you do not wish to receive future communications.
Unless it is for the purposes you have requested or originally agreed, König will not share the personal information you
provide on the König websites with any other parties, except (a) with your consent; (b) as may be required by law or court
order; (c) to persons or companies with whom König contracts to carry out the internal operations of the website or our
business; or (d) under exigent circumstances to protect the personal safety or property of our users, the public, or
ourselves.
Security
While König cannot guarantee that unauthorized access will never occur, rest assured that König takes great care in
maintaining the security of your personal information and in preventing unauthorized access to it through the use of
appropriate technology and internal procedures.
Consent to Processing
By providing any personal information to the König websites, all users, including without limitation users in the member
states of the United States of America, fully understand and unambiguously consent to the collection and processing of
such information in the European Union.
Questions
If you have any questions or comments about our personal information practices or about this privacy statement, please
feel free to send us an e-mail at ecommerce@nedis .com
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